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ABSTRACT 
 
Florence B. in Song Settings of Paul Laurence Dunbar   
Dialect Poetry: A Performance Guide 
 
By 
 
Daniel Joseph Hunter Jr. 
 
Dr. Tod Fitzpatrick, Committee Chair, 
Professor of Music 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
 
Florence B. Price (1887-1953) was an African-American composer from Little Rock, 
Arkansas. Ms. Price, who was a mixed-race female, was able to achieve unprecedented success 
during her lifetime. Price, a composer of instrumental, orchestral, and vocal music, 
acknowledged the challenges of being a woman of color, trying to break into a world dominated 
by white men. Through her perseverance, she found success in 1933 when the Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra performed her Symphony in E Minor, making her the first African-
American woman to have a work performed by a major orchestra in the United States. Marian 
Anderson, William Grant Still and other influential musical icons of the era championed her 
vocal music, yet until recently, scholars knew very little about her life and oeuvre. 
iv 
 
One of the most impactful writers after Fredrick Douglass, and before the influential 
Harlem Renaissance, was Paul Laurence Dunbar (1872-1906). Dunbar wrote poetry, short stories 
and novels, and wrote for African-American Broadway shows. Through his work, Dunbar used 
his pen to express the trials and tribulations of African-Americans. His love for stories told by 
his mother helped to foster a unique skill in writing what is now recognized as African-American 
Vernacular English. Dunbar was able to meld these stories with classical styles of poetic writing.  
His literary style would inspire such writers as Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, Zora Neal 
Hurston and others during the Harlem Renaissance.   
This project will explore Flo  song settings of dialect poems written by 
Paul Laurence Dunbar. Through the use of published articles, letters, and previous research, this 
document will address 
poetry.   
a comparison of the original 
poetry to the musical score is required. This comparison will show to what extent if at all
Price adjusted the poetry to better fit her musical interpretation. The Dunbar poetry addressed in 
this document is written in a language similar to the recently freed slaves, post-Civil War, known 
as African-American Vernacular English. A brief examination of the history and origins of 
African-American Vernacular English, its connection to West African tribal languages and how 
this language, mixed with English, created an entirely new dialect that has relevance and 
signifance to this period of time. 
Lastly, through this examination, the original Dunbar poetry with a Standard English 
transcription as well as poetic adjustments made by Price will be displayed. This document will 
v 
 
conclude with a brief glossary of terms found in the poetry as well as the unpublished musical 
 dialect poetry.  
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CHAPTER ONE: FLORENCE BEATRICE PRICE 
Florence B. Price was born on April 9, 1888 to Dr. James H. Smith and Florence Gulliver 
in Little Rock, Arkansas. Dr. Smith was one of only a few known Black dentists in the country.1  
Prior to marrying Florence, Mr. Smith applied to medical school but was refused admission.  
Regardless of his disappointment from the rejection, Dr. Smith demonstrated a strong will and 
chose instead to study dentistry with a private practice in Philadelphia. He then spent a year with 
his own private dental practice in Pittsburgh.2 Dr. Smith himself was heavily involved in 
Arkansas politics. He served as one of the Arkansas electors during the James Garfield election 
of 1880.3 Raised in a middle-class Black family, Price had the benefit of access to politicians, 
educators, musicians and other members of the educated upper echelon of African-American 
society.  
initial musical education came from her mother Florence Gulliver 
Smith. Ms. Smith was a schoolteacher and likely possessed enough musical training to start 
Florence Gulliver Smith would eventually present her daughter in a 
public performance at the age of four. She would continue to encourage her da
and musical growth.4
graduate high school in 1903 at the age of fourteen, as the valedictorian of her class.5 
In the first decade of the 20th century at the time of Price Blacks 
in Little Rock began to see an increase in racism. Life became so difficult that Ms. Smith 
 enrolled at the New England 
                                                 
1 The Black Perspective in Music 5, no. 1 (1977):   
 31-43, https://www.jstor.org/stable/1214357, 31. (Accessed October 27, 2018) 
2 Ibid, 31. 
3 Ibid, 31. 
4 Ibid, 32. 
5 Ibid, 33. 
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Conservatory of Music. When completing the application, Ms. Smith even said that the young 
Florence was from Pueblo, New Mexico.6 
Interestingly, the forward-looking New England Conservatory accepted Blacks into their 
program un Director of 
Music at the time). Blacks were encouraged to incorporate African-American musical material 
into their compositions. Chadwick himself was very interested in using musical elements of 
African and Native Americans in his music.7 The education Florence received from her 
conservatory training heavily influenced her compositional style throughout her life. 
Florence graduated from the conservatory with a diploma in both organ (soloist) and 
piano (teaching) on June 20, 1906.8 Ms. Price then returned to Little Rock where she taught at 
Shorter College for four years from 1906 to 1910. In 1910, Ms. Price moved to Atlanta, Georgia 
to become a member of the music faculty and chair of the Department of Music at Clark 
University, one of the historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs). Her tenure lasted 
only two years and in 1912 Florence moved back to Little Rock to marry a young, promising 
attorney named Thomas J. Price.9 
During their time in Little Rock, Ms. Price taught music privately and continued to 
compose while assisting her husband with his flourishing career. In spite of living in a Black 
middle-class neighborhood, the deteriorating racial climate in 1927 resulted in the horrific 
lynching of a Black person in the neighborhood in which Mr. and Mrs. Price resided.10 It was in 
                                                 
6 Ibid, 33. 
7 Ibid, 33. 
8 Ibid, 35.  
9 Ibid, 35.  
10 Ibid, 36. 
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the same year that the family moved to Chicago, Illinois during a time which would eventually 
become 11 
While living in Chicago, Ms. Price continued to expand her musical knowledge by 
studying at several schools including The Chicago Musical College, the American Conservatory 
and the Chicago Teachers College. An indication of her academic and musical success is in her 
compositional output. 
by G. Schirmer Publishers and several of her beginning teaching pieces for piano published by 
the McKinley Publishing Company.12 
Though Ms. Price received some recognition for her compositions, it was not until 1932 
that Price won the famous Wanamaker Prize for her Symphony in E Minor. In 1933, under the 
baton of Maestro Frederick Stock, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra premiered her symphony at 
the Century of Progress Exhibition in Chicago. This performance gave Ms. Price the status of 
being the first African-American woman composer to have a major American orchestra to 
perform their work.13   
Ms. Price received international recognition when famed contralto Marian Anderson 
This arrangement 
has been performed and recorded by several other performers including, tenor Roland Hayes and 
soprano Leontyne Price.14 In 1940, Price became a member of the American Society of 
Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) with John Alden Carpenter as her sponsor.15  
                                                 
11 Between the years 1910 to roughly 1940s, an estimated 1.6 million African-Americans moved from the Jim Crow 
South to the northern states including, Chicago, Illinois and New York, New York in hopes of a better life.  
12 Jackson, 36. 
13 Ibid, 37.  
14 Ibid, 40.  
15 Ibid, 39.  
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In total, Ms. Price is believed to have composed at least 300 compositions that include 
songs for voice and piano, instrumental pieces, as well as larger works for orchestra.16 Her song 
compositions have been sung by (including those already mentioned) Camilla Williams, Grace 
Bumbry, Todd Duncan and William Warfield. Ms. Price taught many students to compose, but 
Margaret Bonds (1913-1972) was her most famous. Price died in 1953 virtually unknown and 
forgotten outside of the Chicago area. It was not until the 1980s publication of Willis C. 
Art Songs by Black American Composers that 
17 
As previously stated, Ms. Price composed (many believed to have been lost) roughly 300 
pieces. This music lacks the recognition it deserves. There are several possible reasons for this. 
While being an African-American woman composer and incorporating several traditional 
African musical ideas (the use of the Juba18 in her Symphony for example), some critics during 
her time were not receptive to her music. Sadly enough, this harsh criticism came from some 
African-Americans.   
 Symphony in E Minor, famous writer Alain Locke was 
quoted saying: 
choice, to go up to 
Parnassus by the broad high road of classicism rather than the narrower, more 
hazardous but often more rewarding path of racialism. At the pinnacle, the paths 
                                                 
16At the beginning of 2019, an additional 200 compositions by Price were discovered and are currently being  
 reviewed by scholars. 
17 Ruth C. Friedberg, n American Art Song and  
 American Poetry, 2nd ed., 49-65, Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2012, 60.  
18 The Juba, also referred to as hambone  is an African-American style of dance, created during the time of  
slavery, that incorporated stomping, slapping and patting of legs, arms, chest and hands, and clapping to 
keep tempo during a dance as African-Americans were not permitted to use drums in fear the slaves would 
use the drums to communicate in code. Its roots of which may have come from Africans of the Congo 
region. 
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converge and the attainment becomes in the last analysis, neither racial nor national, 
but universal music.19 
 
Locke believed that in order for any music by a Black composer to be substantive, it had to use a 
traditional African-American spiritual theme as its basis. 
compositional decisions, he felt that Price should have delved deeper into the Black experience 
in her symphony. This unfortunate review by Locke (who lacked musical training) fails to 
understand the goal Ms. Price does use many African-American musical 
elements including the use of the pentatonic scale, African rhythms, blues chords and scales and 
other chromatic features. The pentatonic scale is a commonly used scale in African-American 
folksongs.20 symphony: 
It is intended to be Negroid in character and expression. In it no attempt, however, 
has been made to project Negro music solely in the purely traditional manner. 
None of the themes are adaptations or derivations of folk songs.21 
 
As we will see, Ms. Price was not just writing Black music because she was Black, she 
was melding Black elements with her European training to create music that was uniquely 
American. To further affirm this idea, Bethany Jo Smith, in her dissertation Song to The Dark 
Virgin: Race and Gender in Five Art Songs of Florence Price black art song is 
neither completely assimilated into white American, nor is it solely rooted in African tradition. 
Instead it is an art form drawing from both American and African literary, musical, cultural, and 
social traditions. 22 
                                                 
19 Marquese Carter, The Poet and Her Songs: Analyzing the Art Songs of Florence B. Price, D.M.  
 Dissertation, Indiana University, 2018 http://hdl.handle.net/2022/22585, 5. (Accessed  
 January 3, 2019) 
20 Ibid, 11, footnotes. 
21 Jackson, 38. 
22 Ibid, 8.  
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In American Art Song and American Poetry by Ruth C. Friedberg, Price along with other 
composers including Charles Ives is labeled as an . These composers 
used and incorporated into their compositions such indigenous American elements as minstrelsy, 
ragtime and blues, jazz, African-American spirituals, and Anglo American folk music.23 
titled The Development of the Black Art Song, he posed a 
theory regarding characteristics to early 20th century B
style. This music includes: 
a. Misplaced rhythmic accent or extended syncopation 
b. Use of a minor scale with a raised or omitted sixth scale degree 
c. Modality or pentatonicism 
d. Flatted third or seventh scale degrees 
e. Use of a major scale with a flatted seventh scale degree 
f. Overlapped antiphony or call and response as found in the spiritual 
g. Repetitious melody and rhythm24 
 
In addition to this, Marquese Carter, writes about  song composition technique: 
One sees a pervasive use of Exposition (tonic and dominant relationships)-
Development (relative minor and exploration of distant keys)-Recapitulation 
(tonic with coda) formal structure in her songs, which is adapted sonata principle 
within the smaller form of song composition. Within development sections, she 
develops motivic materials in more distant keys, but always arrives back at 
tonic.25 
 
Many of these features will be seen when a brief analysis of the songs within this document are 
discussed. 
Lastly, the vocal demands found in a full 
spectrum of vocal techniques. A singer can be expected to use the full dramatic tone of an opera 
                                                 
23 Friedberg, 49.  
24 Aldrich Wendell Adkins, The Development of the Black Art Song (D.M.A. dissertation, University of Texas,  
 1971), quoted in Carter, 11. 
25 Carter, 13. 
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singer to the smooth legato lines of a jazz and blues singer. However, no matter the vocal 
demands asked of the singer, vocal technique as learned in the private, classical voice studio 
must be used at all times.  
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CHAPTER TWO: PAUL LAURENCE DUNBAR 
Paul Laurence Dunbar was born on June 27, 1872 in Dayton, Ohio. His father, Joshua 
Dunbar was a slave who escaped from Kentucky to Canada by the Underground Railroad in the 
years prior to the Civil War. During the war, he enlisted in the Fifty-fifth Massachusetts 
Regiment, commanded by Colonel Norwood Penrose Hallowell. This was the second regiment 
of African-Americans recruited in the North, the first was the famous Fifty-fourth Massachusetts, 
led by Colonel Robert Gould Shaw.26 Mrs. Matilda Dunbar,  mother, had unusual 
initiative, was witty, and though without formal education, had a keen sense of literary and 
spiritual values. She was born in Shelbyville, Kentucky around 1844.27 
father at the age of twelve left his mother supporting herself by washing clothes or other work 
for which she could be hired. The young Paul would carry out the bundles and baskets, or help 
around the hotels in the city whenever opportunity offered.28 
Raised in the North, Dunbar was the only Black person in his high school. During this 
volatile time in American history, one might assume that Dunbar would have experienced harsh 
racism, however in high school, he was both admired and respected. In his sophomore year, he 
became a member of the Philomathean Society literary organization and consequently wrote for 
The High School Times.29 Though high school was a promising and productive time for Dunbar, 
it was upon graduation that the young man saw some of the more challenging realities of 
American society. Despite having graduated with high honors, he was not admitted into college 
because of his race and the only job available to him was that of an elevator operator. 
                                                 
26 Benjamin Griffith Brawley, Paul Laurence Dunbar: Poet of His People, (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North  
 Carolina Press, 1936), 11. 
27 Ibid, 12. 
28 Ibid, 14.  
29 Ibid, 15. 
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 to pursue his dream of 
becoming a writer. He sold his first collection of poetry titled Oak and Ivy to the patrons on the 
elevator where he worked. His effort did not go unnoticed in the summer of 1892, with the help 
of one of his former teachers, Dunbar was able to deliver the address of welcome to the Western 
Association of Writers, which met that year in Dayton.30 He later became a contributing member 
of the organization. 
time. Two of these people ces) and 
William Dean Howells. It was in June, 1896 that William Dean Howells published an extensive 
Majors and Minors in  that would garner Dunbar 
international fame.31 
Dunbar eventually married a New Orleans Creole (a mix of Black and French ancestry) 
woman named Alice Ruth Moore who was also a writer. This union was a surprise to her family 
and short-lived. By the time of their marriage, Dunbar had published works of poetry and written 
songs for Broadway shows, which her family believed to be vulgar.32 The Dunbars lived in 
Washington D.C. during their marriage but after their separation, Dunbar moved to New York 
City to continue his work on Broadway musicals as well as his composition of short stories and 
novels.  
Declining health and alcoholism caused Dunbar to move from Washington D.C. back to 
Dayton, Ohio with his mother. His health continued to decline and on February 9, 1906, Dunbar 
passed away of tuberculosis. Though his career was short lived, Paul Laurence Dunbar went on 
                                                 
30 Ibid, 19. 
31 Maria Katella Mootry, Studies in Black Pastoral: Five Afro-American Writers, Order No. 7428692, 
Northwestern University, 1974. http://ezproxy.library.unlv.edu/login?url=https://search.proquest.com/ 
docview/302727880?accountid=3611, 22. (Accessed January 5, 2019) 
32 Ibid, 23. 
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to be recognized as the most recognized African-American writer, next to Langston Hughes, in 
America.33  become known as 
the Negro Renaissance.34  His name is listed on schools throughout the country and many 
composers including John Alden Carpenter, Samuel Coleridge-Taylor, Will Marion Cook and 
William Grant Still set his poetry to music.35 sing, Brand Whitlock, writer and 
36 
Paul Laurence Dunbar was prolific over the course of his twenty-year career. In addition 
to six collections of poems, he wrote several short stories, novels and song lyrics for Broadway. 
-American Vernacular English is perhaps his most 
recognizable literary contribution. However, Dunbar was also successful in writing in Standard 
English as well as in dialects similar to Irish, German and other ethnicities.37 Dunbar looked to 
writers of high aesthetic quality, especially those whose verse was rhythmical including Percy 
Bysshe Shelley and John Keats, Lord Alfred Tennyson, Edgar Allan Poe, and Henry Wadsworth 
Longfellow. Dunbar was particularly fond of James Whitcomb Riley and Eugene Field.38 
Benjamin Brawley, in his book titled Paul Laurence Dunbar: Poet of His People, states 
that each of collections of poetry holds significance for his career: 
1. Oak and Ivy is the result of a youth just out of high school, imitating his 
favorite authors. 
                                                 
33 Henry Louis Gates Jr., The Signifyin(g) Monkey: A Theory of African-American Literary Criticism, (New  
 York: Oxford University Press, 1988), 174. 
34 The Negro Renaissance refers to the art scenes of both Harlem, New York and Chicago, Illinois. 
35 Brawley, 113. 
36 Ibid, 2. 
37 Nadia Nurhussein, Rhetorics of Literacy: American Dialect Poetry, 1870 2003, Order No. 3146966,  
 University of California, Berkeley, 2004. http://ezproxy.library.unlv.edu/login?url=https://  
search.proquest.com/ docview/305211940?accountid=3611, 68. (Accessed January 12, 2019)   
38 Brawley, 15. 
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2. Majors and Minors came three years later and shows greater insight and a 
firmer mastery of technique.  Some poems show disillusionment, while others 
run the gamut from tenderness and pathos to rollicking spirits and gusto in the 
enjoyment of life. 
3. Lyrics of Lowly Life, included the best of what was in its predecessors.  The 
book had beautiful form, and in general represents the tenderness and the 
 
4. Lyrics of the Hearthside, published three years later, reflect his travels and 
marriage.  A mature work, it  
mountains, the wind and the sea.   
5. Four years later Lyrics of Love and Laughter, with the group of poems, Lyrics 
of Love and Sorrow. These are pathos, but no loss or power; and along with 
deep sentiment is a new emphasis on social themes. 
6. Lyrics of Sunshine and Shadow came two years later and is the thinnest of all 
the volumes except Oak and Ivy.  There are several poems of childhood, but 
the dominant note is one of hope betrayed, and the suggestion is insistent that 
the wand will soon be broken.39  
 
As mentioned, Dunbar wrote in several literary styles and though his dialect poetry is 
what made him famous, there is continued discussion about the validity of these works.  Critics 
In The Signifyin(g) Monkey by Henry Louis Gates Jr., Gates 
paraphrases an anonymous white woman critic, who praised the works of Dunbar. In an 1886 
issue of  
, he coming American novelist would be of African 
origin, is with us, yet not of us. She also says that this author will have suffered everything a 
poet, dramatist, and  She 
concludes by remindi the African has given us the only national music we have ever 
had 40  
Gates 
ninete unbar, in spite of the success he 
                                                 
39 Ibid, 111-112. 
40 Gates, Jr., 174. 
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experienced felt that he too was not able to register his authentic Black voice in western poetry 
41 How unfortunate for the man who 
would be imitated by both Blacks and Whites.   
The poetry written in African-American Vernacular English by Dunbar, originated from 
the stories he heard from his mother, friends and other African-Americans who migrated from 
the South after the Civil War.42 This is significant in that while Dunbar was not raised in the 
South, he was able to both memorize the stories and document them on paper. Prior to Dunbar, 
most American literature that used African-American dialect was either an extremely perverted 
arrangement by white authors who want
43 
thought to lack originality but who excelled, rather, at mimicry, at what was called mindless 
imitation, repetition This event had been so prevalent in the black 
44   
For the first time in American poetry, dialect speakers, rather than being objects of 
ridicule were the subjects of his explorations of the warmth, humor and sentiment of ordinary 
people at home and/or at play. Black Poetry: A Vernacular 
Art, she quotes writer Marcellus Blount who says that Dunbar  
                                                 
41 Ibid, 115. 
42 Mootry, 38.  
43 Around the mid-eighteenth century, the disillusioned belief that Blacks were not capable of producing original  
works of art and literature by Europeans led many critics to argue that all of the material produced by 
Blacks was nothing more than a mimic of their white counterparts. They further argued that these works 
were as significant as a parrot repeating a few words out loud.   
44 Gates, 113. 
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African-American plantation vernacular from the oppressive conventions of blackface 
45  
great that one anthology 
never lived in the South.46    
as recitation pieces and often appeared in elocution manuals and anthologies in the first half of 
the 20th Century.  were the most recited.47 
His poetry, both in Standard English and dialect, presents the reader with an array of emotions, 
ideas, hopes and dreams. This poetry, especially the dialect poetry, reminds us of the not so 
distant past in American history and presents it in a way that all might appreciate. As this 
language is considered by many (African-Americans included) as old, outdated and unnatural, 
several questions need to be discussed. Specifically, how does one speak it and perform it in such 
a way as to give the words the justice they deserve and to respect the history of the poetry?  
  
                                                 
45 Fahamisha Patricia Brown, Black Poetry: A Vernacular Art. Order No. 9713044, Boston College, 1996. 
http://ezproxy.library.unlv.edu/login?url=https://search.proquest.com/docview/304303634?  
accountid=3611, 43. (Accessed January 31, 2019) 
46 Nadia Nurhussein, Rhetorics of Literacy: American Dialect Poetry, 1870 2003, Order No. 3146966,  
 University of California, Berkeley, 2004. http://ezproxy.library.unlv.edu/login?url=https:// 
search.proquest.com/docview/305211940?accountid=3611, 62. (Accessed January 12, 2019)  
47 Nurhussein, 74. 
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CHAPTER THREE: AFRICAN-AMERICAN VERNACULAR ENGLISH 
African-American Vernacular English (AAVE), sometimes referred to as African-
American Language (AAL) is a standard of speech that has roots dating back to the beginnings 
of slavery in the British colonies when Africans from several cultures were forced to learn 
English by their white slave owners. The West Africans were not familiar with the words and 
sounds that were made by white men, as many of the sounds did not exist in their own languages.   
This resulted in an amalgam of languages that to this day has many important and idiosyncratic 
features. 
After the Civil War, many African-Americans wanted to forget African-American 
Vernacular English. Believing that this language was a sign of ignorance and lacked intelligence 
ducated B attempted 
idea.48 Whites however would use this history as a means of performance in minstrel shows and 
literature to make an argument that Blacks were uneducated as well as to poke fun at Black 
stereotypes. Before Dunbar and other poets saved the dialect from insensitive whites, he too was 
not sure of the validity of preserving this language.  In a letter to his would be wife Alice Ruth 
 you believe in preserving by [sic.] 
Afro-American writers those quaint old tales and songs of our fathers 
which have made the fame of Joel Chandler Harris, Thomas Nelson Page, Ruth McEnery Stuart 
and others! Or whether you, like so many others, think we should ignore the past and all its 
                                                 
48 Booker T. Washington (1856-1915) was an educator and reformer who believed that self-help, education in the  
crafts, farming skills and the cultivation of the virtues of patience, enterprise and thrift were the keys to 
acceptance for Blacks by whites. Unfortunately, some Blacks both during his time and today misinterpret 
this idea as removing the very culture from which they came in order to be accepted by the dominant social 
or ethnic class of peoples.  
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49 This language however was a unique language art that merged 
English with the languages of several West African groups.50 In order to discuss the execution of 
this dialect, we must first understand its meaning and origins. Dialect is defined as: 
 (1a) regional variety of a language distinguished by pronunciation, grammar, or 
vocabulary, especially a variety of speech differing from the standard literary 
language or speech pattern of the culture in which it exists; (1b) a variety of 
language that with other varieties constitutes a single language of which no single 
variety is standard; (2) the language peculiar to an occupational group or a 
particular social class (dialect of law, for example); (3) manner or style of 
expressing oneself in language or the arts; (4) a language considered as part of a 
larger family of languages or a linguistic branch.51 
 
As previously stated, African-American Vernacular English is a result of European 
English combined and modified by African speech patterns. The slave owners did not want to 
teach the slaves a complete version of English. They only taught them enough to understand the 
tasks they required of them. This additional feature required the Africans to improvise to an 
extent as well. In an excellent study by Geneva Smitherman titled Black Language and Culture, 
she summarizes the historical development of this language and theorizes that the slaves 
attempted to fit the words of the new language [English in this instance] into the basic mold and 
idiomatic structure of their native language[s]. She also states that West African-speaking slaves 
grafted English words and sounds onto their indigenous grammatical patterns,  
                                                 
49 Nadia Nurhussein,  Paul Laurence Dunbar and the Cultivation of Dialect  
 Poetry in the Century American Periodicals 20, no. 1 (2010): 46-67. 
 http://www.jstor.org/stable/23025175, 57.  (Accessed November 24, 2018) 
50 There continues to be extensive research to determine the regions and tribes from which Africans were taken. 
However, the specific West African tribes from which we can attribute much of this new language include 
the Yoruba of Southwestern Nigeria, the Igbo of southeastern Nigeria, the Wolof of Senegal and the 
Gambia and the Gbe speakers of Togo, Ghana and Benin. 
51 M.A. Seigrist, (1996). Diction and dialect performance practice in the American Negro Spiritual and slave  
Songs (Order No. 9633067), Available from ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global, (304275658), 
Retrieved from https://search.proquest.com/docview/304275658?accountid=3661, 26.(Accessed October 
30, 2018) 
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producing West African Pidgin English.52 Over the years, this pidgin 
became more systematic and widespread in use and developed into Creole English ventually 
this language would meld with mainstream American English.53 
Black dialect then is a language in and of itself.  What Blacks did during this time, 
according to T. Earl Pardoe is that: 
The Negro did more than assimilate the errors and variants of the Early British 
dialects, that he is more than an important repository of British speech evolutions: 
he definitely used his own native language equipment and adapted the corrupt 
English taught him to fit his own phonetic concepts.54 
 
Black dialect is a dia 55 It is a truly 
linguistic system that is  rules for grammar, pronunciation, and 
vocabulary.56 
Knowing this information creates an additional challenge for the reader, creator and 
performer of poetry or music written in African-American Vernacular English. Because much of 
the dialect created is sound based, it is possible to have several written variations of a word or 
phrase. In his discussion of the origins of African-American musical traditions, 
ated by enslaved 
                                                 
52 West African Pidgin English is believed to date back as far as the 15th century during the beginnings of the slave 
trade between Africans and Europeans.  This language was used as communications between the Africans 
and Europeans on the West African Coast.  This particular dialect can still be heard in small areas of West 
Africa.  
53 Fahamisha Patricia Brown,   Black Poetry: A Vernacular Art. Order No. 9713044, Boston College, 1996. 
http://ezproxy.library.unlv.edu/login?url=https://search.proquest.com/docview/304303634?accountid=3611
, 8. (Accessed February 4, 2019) 
54 T. E. Pardoe, A Historical and Phonetic Study of Negro Dialect. Order No. DP69168, Louisiana State  
University and Agricultural & Mechanical College, 1937. http://ezproxy.library.unlv.edu/login?url= 
https://search.proquest.com/docview/1674342263?accountid=3611, 11. (Accessed February 1, 2019) 
55 Brown, 80.  
56 Seigrist, 39.  
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Africans in the British colonies of North America. He states that the native English speaker 
might have said:  
 
African-American said and still 
pronunciation, rhythm and pitch.57 
 
Because of this, when African-American dialect poetry is read, the reader must give 
careful reference to the dialect spoken by the author and to the way he therefore expected his 
writings to be pronounced.58 It is important to note that writers themselves, while attempting to 
create the most authentic dialect, cannot truly create an authentically written one.  Depending on 
the story, too much dialect can create a challenge for the reader or performer.  This is true of all 
dialects. Wise reminds us that authors: 
cannot be expected to be phoneticians, and consequently their spellings are often 
inescapably imperfect.  Moreover, writers must follow conventional spellings to a 
considerable degree, in order not to be annoying and unintelligible to the average 
reader.  The spellings have to be interpreted by the reader or actor in the light of 
probable intention of the authors.59 
 
Though dialect was considered as not serious  or not high literature,  an examination 
of  will show the labor involved in reading and comprehending this 
poetry. His dialect poetry was a means of countering the convention that dialect poetry is by 
definition uncultivated. 60 Now that there is an understanding of the history of African-
American Vernacular English, performing music with this poetry needs discussing. 
                                                 
57 Brown, 80.  
58 Pardoe, 237. 
59 Ibid, 237. 
60 Nadia  48. 
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Extensive research has revealed no resources to help in the performance practice of 
dialect poetry, even though there are several resources to aid in the performance of the African-
American Spiritual. What is interesting is that these same rules are useful when performing solo 
songs with dialect. Often times, spirituals are written in Standard English and the performer is 
required to interpret the words and translate them into a culturally accurate dialect. Dialect 
poetry and music however is written in the reverse and the performer must decipher the 
pronunciation of these same words.   
The reason one will find words with omitted final consonants is a result of the African 
language heritage. All of the tribes that were brought to the colonies ended their words with a 
vowel or a weak syllabic consonant. Additionally, only half of the tribes produced the /r/ sound 
and a little over a half of the tribes did not have the unvoiced /h/.61  
To create the omissions of letters in words to suggest the pronunciation of those words, 
the apostrophe symbol was used. This technique was first used by James F. Cooper, writer of 
The Spy, and would become one of the most helpful devices in recording orthographic dialect.62 
As we will see in the next chapter
 the reader can come 
from different words that share the same pronunciation. Words such as build  and bill,  coal  
and cold  (for example) will require the reader to exam the whole sentence to decipher which 
word the author is referring to.63 
                                                 
61 Pardoe, 246. 
62 Pardoe, 239. 
63 Seigrist, 41. 
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The dialect writer will also use what is defined in linguistics as resyllabification. This is 
the practice of compressing or adding syllables to words.64 
the writer will remove the first syllable. Now you will see 'bove and 'lone. Lastly, the spellings of 
th ð] sound.  
This too, is another sound that does not occur in many African languages. These spellings 
though t t    
This research will provide a valuable resource for the singer who is interested in 
performing dialect poetry that has been set to music. 
 
The songs and poetry found within this particular genre of music can and should be 
performed by anyone. Regardless of on
performer of non-African descent wants to sing this music, they should be able to. For the non-
African, African-American, there is an understandable hesitation to attempt this genre of music. 
For some people, America  history towards Blacks during the late 19th and early 20th centuries 
and how dialect poetry was originally viewed is one such issue. Others may feel uncomfortable 
in fear of not giving the music the justice it deserves (similar to issues of performing the African-
American Spiritual) however if the performer studies the language with as much vigor as they 
would do any other language, authenticity should not be an issue. Additionally, the singer must 
not over exaggerate the words or attempt to use gestures that were stereotypically used in 
Minstrel shows of the past. We should all respect this era of American song with the same 
respect as we would a German Lied or a French mélodie. Today, there are several universities 
                                                 
64 Ibid, 49.  
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 recordings available of both 
musical performances as well as poetry speakers to aid their studies of this unique and 
challenging language. The Center for Black Music Research found at Columbia College, 
Chicago is another location that has worked extensively to acquire, record and make available, 
many resources on this subject.65 
  
                                                 
65 For access to the University of Da https://udayton.edu/artssciences/academics/ 
music/dunbar/index.php and The Center for Black Music Research can be reached at https://about. 
colum.edu/cbmr/   
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE MUSIC, THE POETRY AND THE VOICE 
SONG (Wintah, summah, snow er shine) 
Love Song  
Composition Date: circa 1930s 
Original Poetry from: The Complete Poems of Paul Laurence Dunbar 
(Dunbar Poetry) 
(Standard English) 
[Price Variations]66 
 
Wintah, summah, snow er shine,  
Winter, summer, snow or shine, 
 
 
 
 
Ef only I kin call you mine, 
If only I can call you mine 
 
An' keep you by my knee. 
And keep you by my knee. 
   [side.] 
 
Ha'dship, frolic, grief er caih, 
Hardship, frolic, grief or care 
[Hardship, frolic, grief or care,] 
 
Content by night an' day, 
Content by night and day, 
   [and]  
   
Ef only I kin see you whaih 
If only I can see you where 
          [where] 
 
 
 
                                                 
66 Florence Price variations of the original poems are noted in brackets. 
You wait beside de way. 
You wait beside the way. 
 
Livin', dyin', smiles er teahs, 
Living, dying, smiles or tears, 
     [tears,] 
 
My soul will still be free. 
My soul will still be free. 
 
Ef only thoo de comin' yeahs 
If only through the coming years 
[Ef                                       years] 
 
You walk de worl' wid me. 
You would walk the world with me. 
 
Bird-song, breeze-wail, chune er moan, 
Bird-song, breeze-wail tune or moan, 
[tune or] 
 
What puny t'  
 
 
Ef w' ' all erlone, 
If when I seem all alone. 
    [when I'se] 
 
I knows yo' hea't's wid me. 
I know your heart is with me. 
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This four-verse poem was originally titled Song. The verse has a syllabic rhythm meter of 
eight-six-eight-six with every other phrase rhyming at the end. Price changed the title to Love 
Song.   
Price sets the piece in E-flat major with a 4/8 meter marking and an Allegretto  tempo 
indication. The piece begins with a two-measure piano introduction before the voice enters with 
the first verse at measure three beginning on the pitch G4. Two stressed beats per measure, or a 
piece, however successful performance practice 
suggests . In the first four 
measures, the voice covers a full octave in E-flat major with the peak E-flat5 on the word 
. Instead of using Dun ,  Price changed  
allows for a smoother vocal line from the vowel /o/ to the same vowel 
shape /o/. (Figure 4.1) 
 
Figure 4.1 "Love Song" mm. 1-4 
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Price altered the fourth line of the first verse at the eighth-note pick up from measure nine 
into ten. Inst '  Price changes the final word in the phrase to 
and also creates the opportunity for greater dramatic delivery by the addition of a fermata 
on this note. While this affects the rhyme scheme in the Dunbar poetry, Price maintains the 
original rhyme scheme or prosody found in the Dunbar poetry. (Figure 4.2)  
 
Figure 4.2 "Love Song" mm. 8-10 
 
 
In measure eleven, Price adds the [r] to in measure twelve she adds the 
[r] to This alters the dialect into Standard English from [ ha p] to [ hard p]. As 
previously stated, the rhotic /r/ sound is not traditionally used in African-American Vernacular 
English so one can only speculate as to why Price made this decision. While the voice maintains 
the legato that Price previously established, the piano plays arpeggiated sixteenth notes in E-flat 
major. To add color, Price writes an augmented B-flat chord 
.  
The vocal and piano line continue to move in this fashion until the beginning of the next verse at 
measure nineteen. The piano plays a chordal pattern with altered chords throughout this verse. 
(Figure 4.3) 
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Figure 4.3 "Love Song" mm. 11-19 
 
 
The fourth and final verse, Price returns the sixteenth note scalar pattern in E-flat Major.  
As the voice begins the penultimate se seemin'  Price writes a 
crescendo in both the voice and piano for three measures with a forte dynamic peak at measure 
thirty-seven. The pick-up to measure thirty-five is missing a sixteenth note and the wor
which requires the singer and pianist to edit this section accordingly. Within this last line, at 
measure thirty-six, Price writes a poco ritardando  and should be 
observed freely. Lastly, at measure thirty-eight, there is an additional eighth beat of musical 
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material missing from the piano line which also requires some editing by the singer and pianist.67 
(Figure 4.4) 
 
Figure 4.4 "Love Song" mm. 33-40 
 
 
As is a feature of her compositional approach to text setting, Price occasionally alters 
words which might aid the singer in performance. However, this can also take away from the 
original dialect like the Dynamics and rhythms should be followed 
                                                 
67 Due to the age of the manuscript, the binder has melded to the music and to preserve the document, the Special  
 Collections Department at the University of Arkansas are unable to remove the binder. 
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as written. In addition, this piece can be made even more effective if the singer and pianist 
perform this piece in the style of a classical art song.  
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Composition Date: November 9, 1932 
Original Poetry from: Lyrics of the Hearthside 
Summah night an' sighin' breeze, 
Summer night and a sighing breeze, 
 
'Long de lovah's lane; 
 
 
Frien'ly, shadder-mekin' trees, 
Friendly, shade-making trees, 
 
'Long de lovah's lane. 
 
 
'k all done up gran'  
 
 
Me an' 'Mandy han'-in-han' 
Me and Mandy hand in hand 
 
Struttin' lak we owned de lan', 
Strutting like we owned the land, 
 
'Long de lovah's lane. 
 
 
Owl a-settin' 'side de road,
An owl is sitting beside the road, 
 
'Long de lovah's lane, 
 
 
Lookin' at us lak he knowed 
Looking at us like he knows 
 
Dis uz lovah's lane. 
 
 
Go on, hoot yo' mou'nful tune, 
Go on and hoot your mournful tune, 
 
You ain' nevah loved in June, 
 
An' come hidin' f'om de moon 
And come hiding from the moon 
 
Down in lovah's lane. 
 
 
Bush it ben' an' not an' sway, 
Bush bends and nods and sways, 
 
Down in lovah's lane, 
Down in  
 
Try'n' to hyeah me whut I say 
Trying to hear what I say 
 
'Long de lovah's lane. 
 
 
But I whispahs low lak dis, 
But I whisper low like this, 
 
An' my 'Mandy smile huh bliss  
And my Mandy smiles in bliss 
 
Mistah Bush he shek his fis'
Mister Bush he shakes his fist 
 
Down in lovah's lane. 
 
 
Whut I keer ef day is long, 
What do I care if the day is long, 
 
Down in lovah's lane. 
 
 
I kin allus sing a song 
I can always sing a song 
 
'Long de lovah's lane. 
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An' de wo'ds I hyeah an' say 
And the words I hear and say 
 
Meks up fu' de weary day 
Makes up for a weary day 
 
W'en I's strollin' by de way, 
When I am strolling by the way, 
 
Down in lovah's lane. 
 lane. 
 
An' dis t'ought will allus rise 
And this thought will always rise 
 
Down in lovah's lane: 
 
 
Wondah whethah in de skies 
Wonder whether in the skies 
 
Dey's a lovah's lane. 
 
 
Ef dey ain't, I tell you true, 
 
 
'Ligion do look mighty blue, 
Religion looks mighty blue, 
 
'Cause I do'  
 
 
'Dout a lovah's lane. 
 
Five verses, spoken from a male perspective, describe a beautiful night in a popular spot 
 Each verse has eight lines. The first four lines consist of a seven-five-
seven-five syllabic line rhythm pattern. The second set of four consists of three lines of seven 
syllables followed by a five-syllable line. The seven-syllable lines tell the story of the evening 
and the five-s '  
Price sets this piece in the key of A major and with a 4/4 meter marking. The tempo 
indication given is Andantino con moto.  The piece begins with a two-measure introduction 
before the voices enters on a tonic A4 in measure three. In measure five for the 'long de 
 ' a half beats with three eighth notes following 
and concl .  Price uses this theme two more times to create 
continuity between the verses. (Figure 4.5) 
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Figure 4.5 "Lover's Lane" mm. 1-6 
 
 
'  returns at measure seventeen, the singer is asked to perform 
a slight poco ritardando  and an a tempo  at measure eighteen. When the second verse begins 
at measure nineteen, the piano sustains an F-sharp minor chord while the voice has an eighth-
note recitative motion at -settin'  Price indicates meno mosso  above this 
phrase to encourage the performer to maintain a sense of motion in what could be perceived as a 
moment of recitative-like freedom of a consistent tempo. (Figure 4.6) 
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Figure 4.6 "Lover's Lane" mm. 17-19 
 
 
Measure twenty, according to Sawyer in her dissertation Unpublished Songs of Florence 
B. Price, Price writes two eighth note chromatic figures to imitate the hooting of the owl.68  
Measure twenty- '  and now Price uses a rhythmic variation 
from the original rhythm found in measure five. Price creates this recitative effect again at 
measure twenty-four with a repeat of the owls hooting at measure twenty-five. (Figure 4.7)  
                                                 
68 Sawyer, 79. 
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Figure 4.7 "Lover's Lane" mm. 20-25 
 
 
Throughout this piece, the singer is encouraged to follow the dynamic and rhythmic 
markings as written. For example, at measure thirty-three, the man 
 Price writes a dynamic marking of pianissimo, asks the singer to descend 
to his lower register and has two measures of rests for the piano. The piano returns at measure 
thirty-four with a mezzo forte dynamic. (Figure 4.8) 
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Figure 4.8 "Lover's Lane" mm. 33-34 
 
 
The final verse finds the man wondering if there is a l heaven and how bad 
it would be if there is not one there. -three by 
asking the singer to maintain a declarative F-sharp5 on a forte dynamic. (Figure 4.9) 
 
Figure 4.9 "Lover's Lane" m. 53 
 
 
From measure fifty-five to the end of the piece, the singer should consider using a 
different vocal color or mood 'ligion (religion) do look 
This will assist in creating a dramatic effect for the protagonist. The thought of going to heaven 
and not finding the peace many were promised is a serious concern. Price uses a fermata for 
' decrescendo fo ' . The piece 
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concludes with '  
is extended for two and a half measures. (Figure 4.10)  
 
Figure 4.10 "Lover's Lane" mm. 54-63 
 
 
As is a hallmark of her style, this piece will be most successful if the singer follows the 
tempi and dynamic markings. The naturally modified vowels in the dialect assists the performer 
somewhat intuitively with the consistently high tessitura of the vocal line. Lastly, as the poem is 
delivered from the male perspective, it is recommended that it be performed by a male singer.  
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Composition Date: January 5, 1934 
Original Poetry from: Lyrics of Sunshine and Shadow
Come away to dreamin' town, 
Come away to dreaming town, 
 
 Mandy Lou, Mandy Lou, 
 
Whaih de skies don' nevah frown, 
 
 
 Mandy Lou; 
 
Whaih de streets is paved with gol', 
Where the streets are paved with gold, 
 
Whaih de days is nevah col', 
Where the days are never cold, 
 
An' no sheep strays f'om de fol', 
And no sheep strays from the fold, (flock) 
  
Mandy Lou. 
 
 
day, 
  
Mandy Lou, Mandy Lou,
 
Tek my han' an' come away, 
Take my hand and come away,  
  
Mandy Lou, 
 
To the place whaih dreams is King, 
To the place where dreams are King, 
 
Whaih my heart hol's everything, 
Where my heart holds everything, 
 
An' my soul can allus sing, 
And my soul can always sing, 
 
 Mandy Lou. 
Come away to dream wid me, 
Come away to dream with me 
         [along] 
  
Mandy Lou, Mandy Lou, 
 
Whaih our hands an' hea'ts are free, 
Where our hands and hearts are free, 
  
Mandy Lou; 
 
Whaih de sands is shinin' white, 
Where the sands are shining white, 
  [is shining] 
 
[In dat dreamland of delight,] 
In that dreamland of delight, 
 
Whaih de rivahs glistens bright, 
Where the rivers glisten bright, 
  
Mandy Lou. 
 
Come away to dreamland town, 
Come away to dreamland town,
  
Mandy Lou, Mandy Lou, 
 
Whaih de fruit is bendin' down, 
Where the fruit is bending down, 
 
Des fu' you. 
Just for you. 
[Jes fu' you, Jes fu you.] 
 
Smooth your brow of lovin' brown, 
Smooth your loving brown brow, 
 
An' my love will be its crown; 
And my love will be its crown; 
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Come away to dreamin' town, 
Come away to dreaming town, 
 Mandy Lou. 
 
Dreamin' Town  is one of the two recently published Price songs with Dunbar dialect 
poetry. It is a lullaby consisting of four verses. Each verse consists of eight lines which are 
separated in  The first four lines of each verse have a syllabic 
rhythm pattern of seven-six-seven-six and the second half is seven-seven-seven-three. 
Additionally, the seven-syllable lines in the first verse rhyme together and the six-syllable lines 
rhyme with each other.  In the second verse, all of the seven-syllable lines rhyme.  
Price writes this piece in 6/8 and an Allegretto  tempo indication. The pianist plays a 
two-measure introduction with an ostinato figure in the left hand. The voice enters on measure 
three on the tonic in D-flat major. While this piece is not a gospel song, this particular key is one 
that will become prevalent in African-American spirituals and gospel music. The introductory 
passage lasts for five measures so the singer should ensure they have sufficient breath support.  
The 6/8 meter marking helps with indicating the lullaby feel. Additionally the quarter-eighth-
quarter-eighth note rhythm pattern as found in the left hand provides the feeling as if one were 
rocking a crib.69 Throughout this piece, Price maintains contrary motion between the voice and 
piano. The voice usually descends while the piano ascends. (Figure 4.11)  
  
                                                 
69 Sawyer, 35. 
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Figure 4.11 "Dreamin' Town" mm. 1-770 
 
 
Excitement is created by Price in the second-half of the first verse from measures 
eighteen through twenty-six. Price creates this effect with a mezzo forte dynamic marking and a 
crescendo which lasts for two and a half measures into measure twenty-three. Additionally, the 
singer is asked to maintain a tessitura around note E-flat5. This excitement makes sense as the 
singer (paren ih de streets is paved wid gol'; Whaih de days is nevah 
col'.   Price writes alternative note options for the voice in measure twenty-four, probably 
dependent upon the voice type that is performing this piece. (Figure 4.12) 
  
                                                 
70 Florence B. Price,  Four Art Songs, Edited by Ruth C. Friedburg, (San Antonio, TX: 
 Southern Music Co., 2000), 1.  
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Figure 4.12 "Dreamin' Town" mm. 18-2671  
  
 
Excitement about this great place is built by Price through a vocally demanding melodic 
line placed in the passaggio, from measures fifty-four to measure fifty-seven. 
our hands an' hea'ts a  Price begins the phrase on note F5 and writes a mezzo piano 
dynamic marking. The singer is then asked to move up by step to a fermata held on A-flat5 on 
'ts.  Price writes alternative note options in this section as well. The dialect in this 
particular passage will aid the singer in accurately producing the text that Dunbar has written as 
the words require the vocal tract to maintain an /a/ space. After the fermata on measure fifty-five, 
the vocal-line moves down and up by stepwise motion into a measure and a half sustained pitch 
                                                 
71 Price, Dreamin' Town  
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on the word  As no dynamic markings are listed by Price, suggest the singer use the 
natural acoustic levels found within this particular range of their voice. (Figure 4.13) 
 
Figure 4.13 "Dreamin' Town" mm. 54-5772 
 
 
The lullaby effect is continued throughout the piece and prior to the final statement, Price 
writes a poco ritardando  at measure eighty-seven in both the voice, on the word 
in the piano. A tempo primo  tempo indication is given by Price to encourage the singer to 
begin to move the music again from the previous poco ritardando.  The singer is asked one 
more time to crescendo from an A4 up to F5 and then descends by stepwise motion to a D-flat5. 
The voice and piano conclude the song with a fermata held on E-flat5 on 
optional A4), then concludes the piece on the tonic in the key of D-flat major scale. (Figure 4.14) 
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Figure 4.  -9273 
 
 
This piece can be successful for the singer who accurately observes the rhythm and 
maintains adequate breath support. The singer must also maintain the atmosphere of a lullaby for 
the entire piece. Continued study and recitation of the dialect will not only help with proper 
pronunciation of the text but will aid the singer in creating opportunities for incorporating some 
acting in their performance. r example) in the 
area of the voice that will benefit most from the /a/ space.  
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An Easy-Goin' Feller 
Easy-goin' Four Negro Songs 
Composition Date: March 21, 1935 
Original Poetry from: Lyrics of Lowly Life
Ther'  
 
 
An' hurryin', pell-mell, right thro' life. 
And hurrying Pell-mell, right through life. 
[thru] 
 
' too fast 
 
 
To see what kind o'  
 
 
' good, 
al kind of good, 
 
'N' I would n't hurry ef I could. 
 
 
I like to jest go joggin' 'long, 
I like to just go jogging along, 
 
To limber up my soul with song; 
To limber up my soul with song; 
 
To stop awhile 'n' chat the men, 
To stop awhile and chat with men, 
[an'] 
 
'N'  
And drink some cider now and then. 
 
 
Do' want no boss a-standin' by 
 
 
 
To see me work; I allus try 
To see me work; I always try  
 
To do my dooty right straight up, 
To do my duty right straight up, 
    [duty] 
 
An' earn what fills my plate an' cup 
And earn what fills my plate and cup 
 
An'  
 
 
I like to jest be let alone, 
t be left alone, 
 
To plough my strip an' tend my bees, 
To plough my strip and tend to my bees, 
 
An' do jest like I doggoned please. 
And do just as I doggone please 
[jes ez] 
 
My head s all right, a'  
My head is alright and my heart is mellow,  
        [alright             heart is meller,    
 
-goin  feller. 
-going fellow.
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Originally titled An Easy-Goin' Feller  by Dunbar, this two-verse poem consists of ten 
lines per verse with eight syllables for each phrase. The exception is on the last two lines of the 
second verse which both consist of nine syllables. Sung from a male perspective (feller) this man 
tells us that there is no need to rush in this life. He goes on to tell us that he wo
if he could. He just wants to sit back, drink and chat with friends because he is an easy going 
fellow.  
Price writes this song in F major with a 4/4 meter marking. Writing Very slowly  
tempo indication with the quarter note equaling sixty-nine beats per measure, this ensures that 
the singer maintains this relaxed feel of the man he is interpreting. Price begins the piece with a 
two-measure piano introduction, followed by the voice entering at measure three on the second 
half of beat one. The mezzo forte marking at measure three should be followed and a slight 
crescendo is asked in the first half of measure five with a diminuendo into measure six. The 
piano maintains chordal movement giving the imagination of the man taking a walk down a road 
or relaxing in the comfort of his home. (Figure 4.15) 
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Figure - -5   
 
 
The second half of the first verse, beginning at measure eleven, finds the singer moving 
mostly in stepwise motion until measure thi This note only lasts for 
an eighth beat and the voice descends stepwise to the tonic at measure fourteen. Price adds 
unique colors to this measure by adding scalar passage in the piano and vocal 
line. (Figure 4.16) 
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Figure - -14
 
 
The second verse is preceded by a five-measure piano interlude before entering at 
measure twenty-four. Like the beginning of the first verse, Price has the singer entering on the 
second half of the first beat creating a syncopated feeling between the voice and piano.  
The second half of the second verse finds a brief moment of A minor tonality at measure 
thirty-two through thirty-five. The vocal line maintains its stepwise motion and its syncopated 
feel with the voice entering on the second half of the first beat on measures thirty-two and thirty-
four.  A return to the original F major occurs on the final two phrases, beginning on the second 
half of the first beat in measure thirty-six. Price indicates a piano dynamic and this should be 
followed with a crescendo into measure thirty-  For the final two measures, 
Price writes an alternate endin . Unfortunately, no explanation is given in the music 
or any indication as to which one is more appropriate. 
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Price maintains the prosody of text by using the strophic form in the music.74 Price ends 
the first verse in a plagal cadence and concludes the second verse, depending on the chosen 
ending, with a series of secondary dominates before concluding on the tonic F major in root 
position. The limited use of dialect in this poem creates easier access to this song from a 
language standpoint. This piece comes from a set titled Four Negro Songs however, each song 
may be sung separately.   
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A Summer Night 
Four Negro Songs 
Composition Date: March 21, 1935 
Original Poetry from: Lyrics of Sunshine and Shadow 
Summah is de lovin' time  
Summer is the loving time 
 
Do' keer what you say. 
 
[Don] 
 
Night is allus peart an' prime, 
Night is always pretty and prime, 
 
Bettah dan de day. 
Better than the day. 
 
Do de day is sweet an' good, 
Though the day is sweet and good, 
 
Birds a-singin' fine, 
Birds are singing fine 
 
Pines a-smellin' in de wood,-- 
Pines are smelling in the wood 
 
But de night is mine. 
But the night is mine. 
 
Rivah whisperin'  
River  
         [whispering] 
 
Ez it pass you by  
As is passes you by 
 
Moon a-lookin' down at you, 
Moon is looking down at you 
 
Winkin' on de sly. 
Winking on the sly. 
[Wink  
Frogs a-croakin' f'om de pon', 
Frogs are croaking from the pond 
         [pond] 
  
Singin' bass dey fill, 
Singing bass they fill, 
 
An' you listen way beyon' 
And you listen way beyond 
 
Ol' man whippo'will. 
Old man Whip o will. 
 
Hush up, honey, tek my han', 
Hush up, honey, take my hand; 
 
Mek yo' footsteps light; 
Make your footsteps light. 
[Make yo] 
 
Somep'n' kin' o' hol's de lan' 
Something kind of holds the land 
[Some o'n' kin 'o' holds de lan'] 
 
On a summah night. 
On a summer night: 
 
Somep'n' dat you nevah sees 
Someone that you never see 
[Some o'n]  
 
An' you nevah hyeahs, 
And you never hear 
 
But you feels it in de breeze, 
But you feel it in the breeze,  
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Somep'n'nigh to teahs. 
Something near to tears 
 
 
Somep'n' nigh to teahs? Dat's so; 
Something near to tears? Is that so; 
 
 
 
 
  
An' you feels it ez you go 
And you feel it as you go 
 
 
 
Down de shinin' miles. 
Down the shining miles 
 
Tek my han', my little dove; 
Take my hand, my little dove; 
[Tek my han', tek my han', tek my han' my 
little dove;]  
 
Hush an' come erway  
Hush and come away 
 
Summah is de time fu' love, 
Summer is the time for love, 
 
Night-time beats de day! 
Nighttime beats the day! 
 
This is the second piece found in Four Negro Songs. This poem, 
Lyrics of Sunshine and Shadow, is a four-verse poem, consisting of eight lines per verse. The 
syllabic rhyme scheme consists of a seven-syllable phrase followed by a five-syllable phrase.  
The final word of every other phrase rhymes.   
Price begins this piece in the key of B-flat major with a 4/4 meter marking and Tempo 
Moderato  tempo indication. Price writes the quarter note to equal one hundred-twelve beats per 
measure, and this tempo should be followed. The piano has a two-measure introduction with an 
ostinato figure before the voice enters on the downbeat of measure three. As Price wants the 
introductory verse to be sung mezzo piano, the singer should use a lighter sound specific to their 
voice type in order to set the atmosphere of what is to come on this evening. This will allow for a 
smooth transition into measure five when the voice moves stepwise up to note  
(Example 4.17) This dialect should allow for the singer to access this area of their voice with 
ease as they are singing an /u/ sound. When performing this song, the singer should act out a 
carefree manner as life is calm and this is the perfect time for love.   
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-5 
 
 
Price writes a crescendo at measure twelve however the singer must not force the 
crescendo as Price has written the vocal line in the upper register of the voice. Measure thirteen 
through fifteen begins on ,  then the vocal line descends in stepwise motion to 
the dominant F major. The piano line no longer continues the ostinato pattern but now plays 
consistent half-note chordal figures in the left hand. In measure fourteen, Price changed the 
' on '  (Figure 18) 
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Figure -14 
 
 
The third verse, beginning at measure twenty-two, Price changes the key of the piece to 
the subdominant D major. The dynamic of this verse begins at mezzo piano and Price also adds 
più mosso.  The voice continues to sing in a stepwise motion, however, the voice covers a ten 
note range before reaching a ritardando and fermata at measure thirty. (Appendix I, Figure 4.19) 
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Price uses two measures to return to B-flat major before the singer begins the final verse 
at measure thirty-three. To ensure that both the pianist and singer return to the original tempo, 
Price indicates a tempo primo,  above this measure.  (Figure 4.20) 
 
Figure -33 
 
 
From the pick up to measure thirty-eight to the end of the piece, Price takes liberties with 
' crescendo to provide a 
sense of desperation by the singer. The line concludes with an authentic cadence into measure 
forty. ' love; N
measures forty-one and forty-two as a coda. fermata. 
The length of this can be interpreted by the singer as they see fit, though a minimum addition of 
two beats should suffice. (Figure 4.21)  
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Figure -42     
 
 
The overall form of this piece, according to Sawyer, is a four-section ternary.75 Using 
o in a small song sonata form. The 
first verse and section of music serves as the exposition. The second verse/section of the music is 
transitional material that modulates to D major and solidifies this key at the beginning of the 
third verse. This third verse also serves as the development section (see Figure 4.19) and begins 
to transition to the original key. The return to B-flat major is now the recapitulation which begins 
on the fourth on the fourth verse. (see Figure 4.20) This piece presents several challenges, 
particularly the tessitura and should only be studied by the advanced singer. The dialect may 
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due to one s 
unfamiliarity with these spellings. 
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The Photograph 
 from Four Negro Songs 
Composition Date: March 20, 1935 
Original Poetry from: Lyrics of the Hearthside 
 
See this picture in my hand? 
 
gal; 
 
 
'! 
 
 
Huh name Sal. 
Her name is Sally. 
 
 she be  
 
 
 
Kind of tickles me to see 
 
Huh a-smilin' back at me. 
Her smiling back at me. 
[Smilin'] 
 
She sont me dis photygraph 
She sent me this photograph 
 
Jes' las' week; 
Just last week; 
 
An' aldough hit made me laugh  
And although it made me laugh 
 
My black cheek 
My black cheek 
 
Felt somethin' a-runnin' queer; 
Felt something running queer; 
 
 
Bless yo' soul, it was a tear 
Bless your soul, it was a tear 
   ['twas] 
 
Jes' f'om wishin' she was here. 
Just from wishing she was here. 
 
Often when I's all alone 
Often when I am all alone 
 
Layin' here, 
Laying here, 
 
I git t'inkin' 'bout my own 
I get to thinking about my own 
[thinkin'] 
 
Sallie dear; 
Sally dear; 
 
 
How she said that I am her man, 
 
An' hit tickles me to know 
And it tickles me to know 
 
Dat de gal do love me so. 
That my gal does love me so. 
 [lub] 
 
' back, 
Some bright day I am going back, 
 
Fo' de la! 
For the Lord! 
[Lawd!] 
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An' ez sho' 's my face is black, 
And as sure as my face is black, 
  
Ax huh pa 
 
 
Fu' de blessed little miss 
For the blessed little miss 
-smilin' out o' dis 
Who is smiling out of this  
-smilin', smilin', smiling out-a dis] 
 
Pictyah, lak she wan'ed a kiss! 
Picture like she wanted a kiss! 
    [kiss, smiling.] 
 
Originally titled The Photograph, this four-verse poem by Dunbar tells the story of a man 
who just received a picture from his girlfriend. The man is showing off this picture to one of his 
friends. While talking about his lovely lady by the name of Sallie, he looks forward to being able 
to see her again. He even announces that he plans to ask her father for her hand in marriage. 
Each of the four verses consist of eight phrases per verse. Dunbar uses a syllabic rhyme 
scheme of seven-three-seven-three for the first four lines followed by three phrases with seven 
syllables each. For the first four phrases, every other phrase rhymes, however the final three 
verses all rhyme together. 
Price recreates this poem using a 4/8 meter marking in the key of F major. Price uses a 
tempo indication of Allegretto  with the quarter note equaling eighty. The piano has two 
measures of introductory material before the voice enters on the tonic F on the downbeat of 
measure three.  (Figure 4.22) Price is specific in her dynamic markings so the dynamic indication 
of mezzo piano should be followed. As the piece is a conversation, the singer should keep this in 
mind and perhaps use the audience as if they are the ones being spoken to. Though the piece is 
.  
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Figure -3 
 
The piano and voice are independent of each other which will require the singer to be 
secure with the vocal melody. In measure thirteen the singer has to enter in their upper register 
on an E-flat5, having previously ended on an F4 in measure eleven. Price leaves measure twelve 
on a rest while the piano plays a one-measure interlude. (Figure 4.23) 
 
Figure -12 
 
 
The piece reaches a dramatic climax at measure sixty-two, when the final half of the 
four Price writes a crescendo which lasts from measure sixty-two to 
the peak of sixty-eight. The singer starts on note F4 but covers a vocal range of ten notes up to 
A5. Price does offer the singer the option to sing an E5 should the A5 not be accessible.  (Figure 
4.24) The singer must also be mindful to maintain a steady tempo and not slow down.  
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'
use this moment to imagine the happiness that this character is feeling.   
 
Figure  -68 
 
 
Price concludes this piece by adding an add ' -two to 
seventy- ' in out-a dis pictya like she 
wan'  in measures sixty-nine through seventy-one. Price has written the voice to ascend 
from an A4 to C5. This gives the impression of the character smiling themselves. (Figure 4.25) 
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Figure -74 
 
 
According to Sawyer, Price uses these four verses to create a song in ternary form.76 Price 
ends the first verse on the tonic F major and uses a brief one measure interlude before beginning 
the second verse. The second verse concludes on the tonic, however the third verse begins in 
minor mode and borrows chords in both the major and minor mode before returning to the tonic 
F major to begin the fourth verse. 
style, the first two verses serve as the exposition of the song. The third verse is the development 
section and the recapitulation is found in the fourth and final verse of the poetry.  
The singer must take care when performing this particular number. Legato and stamina 
must be properly managed, and the singer must be mindful of the final twelve measures of the 
piece. Like with the other dialect pieces, careful observation must be made to not sing the words 
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as the Standard English but allow the relaxed manner of the words guide them throughout the 
music. 
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The Delinquent 
'-by Four Negro Songs 
Composition Date: March 20, 1935 
Original Poetry from: Lyrics of the Lowly Life
Goo'-by, Jinks, I got to hump, 
Good bye, Jinks, I got to go, 
 
Got to mek dis pony jump; 
Got to make this pony jump; 
[jump, jump] 
 
See dat sun a-goin' down 
See that sun is going down 
 
'N' me a-foolin' hyeah in town! 
And I am fooling around here in town! 
 
 Git up, Suke go long! 
 Get up, suke, go home! 
 [Git up, git up, suke long!] 
 
's tight, 
I guess Mirandy will think I was tired 
                    [I'se] 
 
Me not home an' comin' on night. 
And I am not coming home tonight 
             [on de night.] 
 
'in' by de fence? 
What is that standing by the fence? 
          [standin'] 
 
'n some sense? 
 
 
Git up, Suke go long! 
 Get up, Suke, go home! 
 
Guess I spent down dah at  
 
 
Mos' a dollah fur de drinks. 
Almost a dollar for the drinks. 
 
Bless yo'r soul, you see dat star? 
Bless your soul, you see that star? 
[yo] 
 
 
 
 
 Git up, Suke go long! 
 Get up, sucka, go home! 
 
Went dis mo'nin' , 
Left this morning, here it is night. 
   [monin'] 
 
 
 
 
'in'  
 
       [standin'] 
 
Dat must be Mirandy, sho', 
That must be Mirandy for sure. 
 
 Git up, Suke go long! 
 Get up, sucka, go home! 
 
Got de close-stick in huh han', 
 
 
Dat look funny, goodness lan', 
That looks funny, goodness land, 
 
Sakes alibe, but she look glum! 
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Hyeah, Mirandy, hyeah I come! 
Here, Mirandy here I come! 
[Hyeah I come, hyeah I come, hyeah I come, 
hyeah I come!] 
 
 Git up, Suke go long! 
 Get up suke, go home! 
 
Ef't had n't a be'n fur you, you slow ole 
fool, 
 
 
' be'n home long fo' now! 
have been home long before now! 
 
[Hmm.] 
 
Originally titled The Delinquent,  Dunbar tells the story of a man who, instead of just 
going into town for business, has .
Unfortunately for this man, he has stayed a lot longer than he should have. The poetry is written 
as an inner dialogue between the man and himself as he tries to encourage himself to hurry up, 
leave the bar and head back home. His horse though is being particularly slow and stubborn. As 
the story continues, the man finally leaves town, to head back home to a wife who is not pleased 
with his poor decisions.   
The poetry is set up into five phrases with five lines per verse. The first four lines consist 
of seven syllables each with the final line consisting of five syllables. The fifth line of each verse 
consist of the man telling his stubborn ho The poem ends with a 
coda consisting of two lines with the first line having ten syllables and the final line consisting of 
seven syllables. 
Price recreates this comic poem with a song in D major. The meter marking is 4/4 with a 
Tempo moderato  tempo indication and the quarter note equaling one hundred-twelve beats per 
measure. This tempo should be followed to aid in creating the sense of urgency the man is 
feeling. The singer should also use this idea when performing and acting out this particular song.  
Price begins the piece with a three-measure piano interlude in the tonic with the voice entering 
on the second half of the first beat of measure four. (Figure 4.26)  
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Figure - -4
 
 
The singer is asked to begin the piece on a mezzo forte dynamic and will diminuendo 
from half of measure six into measure eight. Price repeats measure eight 
with a tonic D in the voice and piano. (Figure 4.27) 
 
Figure - -8 
 
 
Price repeats up, ifteen and changes the meter to 3/4. The singer can use 
this measure as a motivation to show the man psyching himself up to leave the bar. The piano 
also shows this excitement with a series of secondary dominates before landing on the tonic D at 
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measure sixteen. The voice lands on note D5 and the tempo returns to 4/4. The singer is allowed 
some tempo change at measure fifteen however, Price instructs a return with a tempo  written at 
measure sixteen. (Figure 4.28) 
 
Figure - -16  
 
 
Price gives another opportunity for the singer to display their acting abilities in measures 
twenty-one and twenty- ' Price follows 
this phrase with a fermata rest in both the voice and piano at the end of measure twenty-two as if 
they are both looking towards the fence. The man comes to his senses on the downbeat of 
measure twenty-three and the piano plays on the offbeat through measure twenty-six giving the 
impression as they are both drunk and trying to get themselves up and back home. (Figure 4.29) 
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Figure - -26
 
 
Measures thirty-three and thirty-four allow for a moment of vocal display with Price 
writing in a fermata in the voice and piano on  Before this moment is created, 
Price indicates a poco ritardando  at measure thirty-one with a new tempo indication of 
Allegretto.  upper register of the voice and incorporates text painting as 
if the man is looking up into the sky. The fermata g 
chromatic pattern, leading into measure thirty-four with the voice singing a one-measure 
o as the 
piano is given a fermata on the downbeat of the measure and the voice a fermata at the end of the 
measure. Price has also temporarily changed the key to B minor to further increase the emotions 
that are going on with this man. (Figure 4.30) 
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Figure - -34
 
 
Measure fifty-eight to sixty-five find the man finally rushing to return home to his wife 
with Price repeats 
and writes accelerando  in measure sixty through sixty-one. Price beautifully creates a sense of 
urgency for the man to hurry up and return home. Measure sixty-two returns to an a tempo  
, go ' 'long, writes a fermata in both the voice 
and piano. (Figure 4.31)  
As the final two lines of the poetry are a coda, Price has done her own version of this by 
asking the voice to speak the last two sentences before concluding the piece on an 
passage in measures sixty-five and sixty-six. One could imagine as if the man is putting his hand 
over his forehead in shame of what he has done.   
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Figure - 58-65
 
 
This piece is the final piece of the Four Negro Songs set and while they all can be sung 
outside of the set, they could be used as a fun closing cycle in any recital. Price has arranged 
these pieces in an order that work well together.   
Like the other pieces, the dialect within this poem creates adventurous challenges that 
will require the singer to study the poetry intently. The biggest challenge comes at the end as the 
singer is expected to speak the text. For the last two lines to be successful, the singer should not 
feel the need to rush the text and should find the natural legato that is found in the text. Lastly, as 
this piece is written from the male perspective, it would probably be best executed by a male 
singer. The tessitura of the piece implies a baritone singer, however, a tenor with access to his 
lower range could provide a successful performance of this piece. Additionally, if the tenor is not 
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comfortable with his lower range, the piece could be transposed up a major second or minor 
third. 
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Composition Date: January 10, 1937 
Original Poetry from: Lyrics of Sunshine and Shadow
' folks a-frownin' 
 
 
h? 
 
 
Frowns lay out the road fur smilin' 
Frowns lay out the road for smiling 
     [for] 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
' folks a-sighin'? 
Wh  
 
' breath, 
th, 
             [oh] 
 
 
An' ' 
 
 
What he needs so bad in death. 
What he needs so bad in death. 
 
  
  
 
' even weepin'? 
 
 
Might as well go long an' smile. 
Might as well go on and smile. 
 
Life, our longest, strongest arrow, 
Life, our longest, strongest arrow, 
 
Only lasts a little while. 
Only lasts a little while.  
 
  
  
        [So What
?  is another one of the two recently published songs by Price with 
Dunbar dialect poetry. The other, Dreamin' town,  have been harmonically analyzed 
extensively American Art Song 
and Poetry by Ruth C. Friedberg. 
This narrative poem is one of relaxation and a reminder that at the end of the day, there is 
no use of frowning, and complaining because we will all die eventually. Dunbar has written three 
verses to this poem. Each verse consists of five lines with a syllabic rhyme scheme of eight-
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seven-eight-seven-three. The eight and seven-syllable lines rhyme and the final three- syllable 
line is the quest  
Price writes this piece in D major with a 4/4 meter marking and a tempo indication of 
Tempo moderato.  This tempo has varying moods depending on how the singer interprets the 
poetry. Measure one through four begins with a piano introduction that starts on the pick up to 
measure two. The voice enters on the fourth beat of measure five beginning on the dominant note 
es by a step and a The piano 
plays a consistent pedal D and ing The piano also uses the 
introductory material of [A, B, D] as sung by the voice and repeats this theme in the right hand 
throughout the first verse of the piece. (Figure 4.32) 
 
Figure -577 
 
                                                 
77  44 Art Songs and Spirituals: Medium/High Voice, Edited by Richard  
 Heard, (Fayetteville, AR: ClarNan Editions, 2015), 164. 
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Breath support will be of utmost importance throughout this song and measure fifteen 
through eighteen is an excellent example of this. The voice begins the second verse on the 
second half of the third beat o  Measure sixteen begins with the 
voice on note D5 and moves by stepwise motion downward and then up until measure eighteen 
While there is an exclamation point written in the poetry, Price does not indicate a 
' (Figure 4.33)  
 
Figure -1878 
 
 
Because ' folks a-sighin' ' breath,
Price has intentionally written this vocal line to paint the idea of running out of breath.  To 
emphasize this idea, Price also borrows a D minor    
The final three measures of the piece (measures thirty through thirty-three) begin with 
ritardando  at the end of the previ  Under this word, the piano plays a 
series of secondary dominant chords to build up to the next measure. The pick up to measure 
thirty- s n additional build 
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for the vocal line. The piano is given a fermata before beginning the final two measures so the 
performer can give some time before completing the statement into measure thirty-two. The 
singer will need to be mindful to not over sing the previous measure as Price asks for a crescendo 
in both the voice and piano in the last two measures. (Figure 4.34) 
 
Figure -3379 
 
 
If a singer is not comfortable singing in dialect, this piece would be a good start.  The 
dialect in this piece is limited and mostly consists of the apocopation of final consonants. The 
singer will still be expected to practice speaking the text to resist the temptation of adding the 
final consonants to words where Dunbar has omitted them. The singer will need to ensure they 
maintain proper breath support and maintain the natural legato found throughout this piece.  
Tempo and dynamic markings should be followed as written and breaths taken only where 
indicated.     
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Wen I Gits Home  
Composition Date: June 1938 
Original Poetry from: The Complete Poems of Paul Laurence Dunbar 
' 'roun' 
 
       [a-roun'] 
 
Dis sorrer-laden earfly groun', 
This sorrow laden Earthly ground 
 
An' oftentimes I thinks, thinks I, 
And oftentimes I thinks, thinks I, 
 
'T would be a sweet t'ing des to die, 
It would be a sweet thing just to die, 
       [thing jes] 
 
 An' go 'long home. 
 And go along home. 
 
Home whaih de frien's I loved 'll say, 
 
         [where] 
 
' you many a day, 
 
[fuh you fuh many a day], 
Come hyeah an' res' yo'se'f, an' know 
Come here and rest yourself and know 
 
sorrer an' wid woe, 
 
   [sorrow] 
 
 Now  
  
 
W'en I gits home some blessed day, 
When I get home some blessed day, 
[blessed] 
 
 
 
I 'lows to th'ow my caihs erway, 
cares away, 
      [ca[r]es] 
 
An' up an' down de shinin' street, 
And up and down the shining street, 
 
Go singin' sof' an' low an' sweet, 
 
 
 W'en I gits home. 
 When I get home. 
 
I wish de day was neah at han', 
I wish the day was near at hand, 
 
' lan', 
 this grieving land, 
 
 
 
 
I want to des dry up my teahs, 
I want to just dry up my tears, 
[jes]
 
An' go 'long home. 
And go on home. 
 
' de call? 
the call? 
 
My frien's is daih, my hope, my all. 
My friends are there, my hope, my all. 
        [dere] 
 
' whaih de road is rough, 
rough, 
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h, 
  [heah] 
 
 
Ol'  
 
[Ol' man, come home. Ol' man, come 
home!]
 
This five-verse poem by Dunbar, produces a sorrowing, almost African-American 
spiritual effect to the reader. Each verse in this poem is four lines with eight syllables per line, 
followed by a four-syllable line, acting as a refrain. The narrator has become tired of the world 
and the state it is in. They have become so tired of this world that they look forward to being set 
free (die) and go to heaven. In the first verse, the narrator informs us that they are tired (tiahed) 
of this Earth and that things would be better if they just went on and died. 
In the music, Price has a keen awareness of the poetic meter and she acknowledges this 
by writing the piece in 4/8. The key is D minor and she has given a tempo indication of Tempo 
moderato.  Price appears to have intentionally set this tempo to prevent the singer from taking 
the tempo too slow. When learning this piece, the emotional context tempted the author to sing 
this piece near lento  however a metronome marking between eighty and eighty-six beats per 
quarter note will allow the singer to create the effect they want without the piece dragging.  
The music begins with a one-measure introduction followed by a D minor chord to firmly 
establish this key at measure two. The vocal line begins on the fourth beat of the measure with 
  Both words begin on 
the tonic D and move step -roun' To 
-roun'   Price a
separate by adding an eighth or quarter rest after each phrase. Price sets the first verse in a mezzo 
piano to mezzo forte dynamic of which the singer should stay mindful. By following this 
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dynamic range, it will allow the singer more expressive moments further in the piece. (Figure 
4.35) 
 
Figure -4
 
 
The second verse begins similarly to the first verse until the pick up to measure seventeen 
through measure twenty where a crescendo begins from a piano up to fortissimo. This dynamic 
increase is representative of the narrator telling us that once they get to heaven, their friends will 
tell them to ah an' res' yosef an' ' wid woe This 
fermata D5. (Figure 4.36) 
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Figure -20 
 
 
The third verse changes moods to the relative F major to represent the happiness one will 
feel when they are in Heaven. In measure twenty-three the vocalist is required to sing an octave 
F leap from F4 to Price immediately establishes this key change with the piano 
playing an F major  th On the third beat of 
measure twenty-eight, Price pl  as the narrator looks forward to 
throwing their cares away. Dunbar ori This spelling adjustment is 
to aid the singer in this range of the voice. (Figure 4.37) 
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Figure -29 
 
 
Price returns the D minor key at the beginning of the fourth verse at measure forty-three 
and mirrors the vocal line of the first verse. This verse would be a good opportunity for the 
singer to incorporate a different vocal color or idea to increase the sorrow that is being felt at this 
point. The dynamic range of piano to mezzo piano should be observed. (Figure 4.38) 
 
 
Figure -44  
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The pick up to measure fifty-three begins the fifth and final verse in D minor with the 
piano sustaining a pedal D. The dynamic begins at forte as the speaker calls to God (Mastah) 
asking why God t sen' Price further creates drama by writing poco ritardando  
on this line. An a tempo  at measure fifty-five and a dynamic indication of mezzo piano, creates 
a sense that the man has calmed himself as he reminds God that his friends are there and he is 
just waiting on this rough road. (Figure 4.39)  
 
Figure -55 
 
 
Measure fifty-nine begins with a crescendo on an augmented A-chord as the man tells 
God that he wants to hear  Measure sixty-one pleads in a piano dynamic and 
molto ritardando  with In this piece, Price repeats this last 
sentence, making one final plea with a mezzo forte to fortissimo dynamic and the piano playing a 
final D minor chord that is sustained for two measures. (Figure 4.40)  
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Figure -65
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Wadin' In De Creek  
Composition Date: Saturday May 3, 1941 
Original Poetry from: The Complete Poems of Paul Laurence Dunbar
Days git wa'm an' wa'mah, 
Days get warm and warmer, 
 
School gits mighty dull, 
School gets mighty dull, 
 
Seems lak dese hyeah teachahs 
Seems like these here teachers 
 
Mus' feel mussiful 
Must feel merciful 
 
 
 
 
'man's trick; 
 
 
-callin' 
But the air is callin 
 
 
 
 
'glin'
There the water is guggling 
 
Ovah shiny stones, 
Over shiny stones, 
 
'y singin' 
 
[Jes] 
 
Seems to soothe yo' bones. 
Seems to sooth your bones. 
 
' waitin' 
 waiting 
 
 
Go on good an' quick: 
Go on good and quick 
 
 
 
 
Wadin' in de crick. 
Wading in the creek. 
 
W'at dat jay b'ud sayin'? 
What is that Jaybird saying? 
 
Bettah shet yo' haid, 
Better shut your head, 
 
Fus' t'ing dat you fin' out, 
First thing that you find out, 
 
' daid, 
 
 
Jay bu'ds sich a tattlah, 
h a tattle-tale 
 
Des seem lak his trick
Just seems like his trick 
[Jes] 
 
Fu' to tell on folkses 
For to tell on folks 
 
Wadin' in de crick. 
Wading in the creek. 
 
Wilier boughs a bendin'  
Wilier boughs are bending 
 
Hidin' of de sky, 
Hiding over the sky, 
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Wavin' kin' o' frien'ly 
Waving kind of friendly 
[kind-a] 
 
Ez de win' go by, 
As the wind goes by, 
 
 
Elum trees a-shinin', 
Elm trees are shining, 
 
Dahk an' green an' thick, 
Dark and green and thick, 
 
' 
 
 
Wadin'  
 
 
But de trees don' chattah, 
 
 
Dey des look an' sigh 
They just look and sigh 
 
' o' peaceful 
 
 
Des a bein' nigh, 
Just being near, 
[Jes] 
 
An' yo' t'ank yo' Mastah 
 
       [you thank] 
 
Dat dey trunks is thick 
That your trunks are thick 
 
W'en yo'  
 
 
Wadin' in de crick. 
Wading in the creek. 
 
Den yo' run behin' dem 
behind them 
 
Lak yo' scaihed to def, 
Like you are scared to death, 
 
Mammy come a-flyin' 
Mama comes flying 
 
Mos' nigh out o' bref; 
Almost out of breath 
 
But she set down gentle 
But she sits down gently 
 
An' she drap huh stick,-- 
And she drops her stick  
 
An' fus' t'  
 
[fustting          mammy, mammy] 
 
Wadin' in de crick. 
Wading in the creek.
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This playful poem tells of a young student who would love to do nothing more than leave 
class on a beautiful warm day and play outside in the creek. The only problem is that in order to 
leave, he is going to have to play hooky which he knows is not a proper thing to do. He expects 
the teachers to show them mercy because they too should know what it felt like to want to run 
wild and be free.   
Price puts these six verses, in their entirety, in D major with a Tempo moderato  tempo 
indication and writes it in 4/4. A two-measure piano introduction establishes the key and the 
voice begins at measure three with a mezzo forte dynamic. Price maintains the six-five 
alternating rhythmic meter of the poetry throughout the piece. (Figure 4.41) 
 
Figure -3 
 
 
The piano maintains the D major key while incorporating several secondary dominant 
chords until measure eight as t '  Measure nine begins 
with a one-measure meter change to 6/4. -callin'
the vocal line ascending chromatically up the scale and the piano line moving in opposite 
direction, creating excellent word painting of a smile or the air. (Figure 4.42)  
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Figure e 6-9 
 
 
Measure ten returns to 4/4 however there is one beat of rest before the voice and piano 
ret In the unpublished score, there appears to be an error in that 
the beats do not match the tempo marking given. From measures eleven through sixteen, Price 
' he piano move in 
sixteenth note, arpeggiated patterns throughout. One can see the water moving along the creek.  
(Figure 4.43)  
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Figure -16 
 
 
The third verse of this piece can create a challenge for both the singer and pianist.  
Measure twenty-one begins in A-flat major. '
the singer to hold a C5 and move down '  Very little help is offered the 
singer in the piano line as the pianist has an active moving line of sixteenth and eighth-notes, 
imitating the jaybird tattle-telling on everyone. The young boy fights with the bird that he 
believes is telling on everyone who is at the creek. (Figure 4.44) 
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Figure -22 
 
 
To return back to the original key of D major, Price adds three measures of transitional 
material (measures twenty-nine to thirty-one) before firmly establishing D major at measure 
thirty-two which begins the fourth verse.  (Figure 4.45)  Price maintains the D major through the 
remainder of the piece.   
 
Figure 29-31  
 
 
A forte dynamic begins the final verse at measure forty-nine and Price now uses chordal 
movements in the piano. (Figure 4.46) This movement is also reflective of the young boy hiding 
from his mother, who has found out he has sneeked out of class.   
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Figure ' 9 
 
 
The poem and song concludes on a happy note. Instead of the mother spanking her child, 
she has, instead, chosen to jump in the creek herself. Price repeats the word 
measure fifty-six before concluding the song with a perfect authentic cadence at measure fifty-
seven. (Figure 4.47) 
 
Figure -57 
 
 
Since the young student informs us that skipping class 
they are wearing swimming trunks, this poem is probably written from a male perspective.  
Because of this, the piece should be performed by a male singer. While the poem may be from a 
young perspective, the piece should only be performed by the advanced singer. The dialect must 
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be thoroughly practiced and studied. The tessitura of the vocal line is probably most comfortable 
for a baritone singer who is comfortable in their upper register or a tenor who can navigate his 
passaggio with ease.    
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION 
Florence B. Price and Paul Laurence Dunbar lived in an era of American history that was 
both beautiful and tragic. As a result of his health issues and early death, Dunbar could not 
appreciate the Negro Renaissance of Chicago and Harlem, a profound legacy which he partially 
helped create.  Price experienced many of the harsh realities of the New South that was plagued 
during the Reconstruction Era and the rise of Jim Crow laws. Despite these powerful adversities, 
both were able to forge paths to meaningful success through hard work and plain grit. 
Paul Laurence Dunbar was a man who believed in the power of the written word. His 
mother sacrificed all she could to ensure her son received opportunities that were not afforded 
her. Because of this, Dunbar was able to successfully navigate his way from being the high 
school newspaper editor to being kno    
is the result of several dynamic moments in his life. William Dean 
Howells, one of the leading editors and critics in the early 20th century was so impressed by 
Majors and Minors that he was compelled to write a review in . As he 
believed that we were reading the words of an authentic Black writer, Howells decided to 
contribute Lyrics of Lowly Life. These two particular 
moments, combined with support from leading American authors including James Whitcomb 
Riley and Eugene Field, along with sheer determination helped to sec
American literary history. Dunbar achieved a success that writers both Black and White hoped to 
achieve. Dunb
Washington and inspired writers associated with the Harlem Renaissance like the prolific 
Langston Hughes. 
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oth his dialect poetry as well as from his poetry crafted 
in Standard English. 
well as other recently freed slaves and to phonetically transcribe these stories in printed form.  
For the first time in American history, poetry was written in a Negro dialect (African-American 
Vernacular English) by an African-American who was eventually able to overcome the stigma 
associated with this type of writing. Before Dunbar, most dialect writing depicted Blacks as 
uneducated and ignorant. The Black character was never a leading man or woman. They served 
as background characters, poor workers or Uncle Toms. Now the voices of these men and 
women could be truly heard and set free; a genuine expression of the language amalgamation 
now recognized as African-American Vernacular English, would legitimately be realized within 
the construct of existing societal English dialects. 
ddle class upbringing, keen understanding of both history and 
literature as well as her education at the New England Conservatory under the direction of 
George Chadwick, no doubt lured Price to the poetry of Dunbar. 
African-American musical ideas with that of the classical European models she studied created a 
truly cohesive uni f the early 
twentieth century. In total, Price set twenty-three compositions to the poetry of Dunbar, ten of 
which were his dialect poetry.   
The topoi of these ten songs depict a variety of moods and emotions; from the sorrows 
and pains experienced in this world to the joyous freedom of childhood, each song structure is 
based upon the essence of the poetic form. Dunbar, like Price, was able to combine the classic 
rhythmic features of poetic verse, or prosody, and combine it with the dialect of African-
Americans in a seamless union that should still be studied today. the 
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voice allowed her to recreate these stories with varying degrees of difficulty. In addition to the 
c
singer who is unfamiliar with this language. 
African-American Vernacular English is a true English dialect with roots that date back 
to the beginning of slavery. When Blacks from West Africa were brought to the Americas, they 
left behind traditions, beliefs, and languages that were different from their European slave 
owners.  As many African languages are built on phonetic ideas, they combined what they 
thought they heard spoken from the Europeans and created an entirely new language. Several 
regions of this country speak in varying African-American dialects which is now recognized as 
African-American Vernacular English.   
The confusion of this dialect with the horrific history of slavery has created a conflict 
with the validity of this dialect as well as with the appropriateness of other races reciting or 
performing music written with dialect poetry. This history, the Booker T. Washington idea of 
education and the misinterpretation by many African-Americans, has resulted in many people 
forgetting the language that was pervasive in their homes and larger communities. They have 
chosen to erase a part of history that should be acknowledged, accepted and appreciated. 
Additionally, many Americans inability to recognize this history of racism and segregation has 
created a stigma that has prevented a vast resource of music from being utilized, performed and 
studied by African-Americans and other ethnicities.   
Continued research should be done on the music of Florence Price and other African-
American composers who were active in the beginning of the twentieth century.  From this 
study, other scholars, researchers and performers may want to add this music to their 
performances and studies. With further research and increased understanding of African-
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American Vernacular English, more African-American music will be performed that use this 
language. If other races and cultures tackle this music, it will increase harmony, love and 
understanding of each other. ot 
preclude one from performing or teaching this music. One is not required to be African-
American to properly perform or teach this music however, one must have an understanding of 
African-American history and culture to adequately present this music.80 This greater awareness 
periences much more 
impactful. In this sense, recent conversations about the alienation of cultures and peoples could 
be considered false. Through these stories and this music, we will be able to realize the common 
threads of family, love, pain and happiness and see how truly similar we all are. 
  
                                                 
80 ite Scholars in African-  
in White Scholars/African-American Texts, ed. Lisa A. Long, (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers 
University Press, 2005), 94. 
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APPENDIX I: ADDITIONAL MUSIC EXAMPLES 
Figure -30 
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APPENDIX II: GLOSSARY OF DIALECT TERMS AS FOUND IN THE POETRY 
1. A-bein' - being 
2. A-bendin' - are bending 
3. A-croakin' - croaking 
4. A-foolin' - fooling 
5. A-frownin' - frowning 
6.  - air 
7. A-lookin' - looking 
8. A-shinin' - shining 
9. A-sighin' - sighing 
10. A-singin' - singing 
11. A-smillin' - smiling 
12. A-standin' - standing 
13. - is not 
14. Aldough - although  
15. Alibe - alive  
16. Allus - always 
17. An' - and 
18. An'a body - anybody 
19. Ax - ask 
20. Be'n - been 
21. Beau - boyfriend  
22. Bettah - better 
23. Beyon' - beyond 
24. 'bout - about 
25. Bref - breath 
26. Caihs - cares 
27. Chattah - chatter 
28. Close-stick - stick
29. Col' - cold 
30. Crick - creek 
31. Dah - there 
32. - days 
33. Dahk - dark 
34. Daih - there 
35.  -  
36. Dan de day - than the day 
37. Dat - that 
38.  -  that is 
39. De - the 
40. De do' - the door 
41. Den - then  
42. Des - just 
43. Dese - these  
44. Despoil - the spoil 
45. Dey - they 
46.  - there is (they are) 
47. Dis - this 
48. Do'-  
49. Do - though 
50. Dollah - dollar 
51. Don'-  
52. Dooty - duty 
53. Dough - though 
54. 'dout - without 
55. Earfly - earthly 
56. Ef - if 
57.  - if it 
58. Erway - away 
59. Ez - as 
60. Feller - fellow 
61. Fin' - find 
62. Fis '- fist 
63. Fo' - for 
64. Fol' - fold 
65. Folkses - folks 
66. F'om - from 
67. Frien'ly - friendly 
68.  -  
69. Fu' - for 
70. Fur - for 
71. Fus't'ing - first thing 
72. Gent' -
73. Git - get 
74. Goin - going 
75. Gol' - gold 
76. Goo'-by - goodbye 
77. Gran' - grand 
78. Grievin' - grieving 
79. Groun' - ground 
80. Gu'glin' - gurggling 
81. Han' - hand 
82. Han'-in-han' -  hand in hand 
83. Hea't - heart 
84. Hidin' - hiding 
85. Hit -  
86. Hol's -  
87. Huh - her 
88. Hurryin' - hurrying 
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89. Hyeahs - hear is 
90. - I am 
91. t - I am tight 
92. Jay-b'ud - Jaybird 
93. Jes - just 
94. Jest - just 
95. Joggin' - jogging 
96. Keer - care 
97. Kin' - kind 
98. Kin'o' - kind of 
99. 'll - will 
100. 'lows - always 
101. La - Lord 
102. Lak - like 
103. 'long - along 
104. Lan' - land 
105. Las' - last 
106. Lawd - Lord 
107. 'ligion - Religion  
108. - l  
109. Layin' - laying 
110. Lu'n - learn 
111. Mastah - Master 
112. Mek - make 
113. Meller - mellow 
114. Mo'nin' - morning 
115. Mos' - most 
116. Mou'nful - mournful 
117. Moughty - mighty 
118. Mus' - must 
119. Mussiful - merciful  
120. 'n' - and 
121. N't - not 
122. Nan - none 
123. Neah - near 
124. Nevah - never 
125. Nigh - near 
126. O' - of 
127. Ole - old 
128. Ovah - over 
129. Pa - papa 
130. Peart - pretty 
131. Pictyah - picture 
132. Pon' - pond 
133. Pray'r - prayer 
134. Purty - pretty 
135. Rar - roar  
136. Res' - rest 
137. Rivah - river 
138. Rivahs - rivers 
139. 'roun' - around 
140. Sakes - sake 
141. Scaided - scared 
142. Sen' - send 
143. Shadder-mekin' - shade making 
144. Shek - shake 
145. Shinin' - shining 
146. Sich - such 
147. - sure is 
148. Sof' - soft 
149. Somep'n - something 
150. Sont - sent 
151. Sorrer-laden - sorrow laden 
152. Spent down dah - spent down there 
153. Stan'in - standing 
154. Struttin - strutting 
155. Summah - Summer 
156. 't - it 
157. T'ank - thank  
158. Tattlah - tattle tale  
159. Teachahs - teachers 
160. Teahs - tears 
161. Tek - take 
162. Th'ow - throw  
163. Tiah'd - tired 
164. Tiahed - tired 
165. Tiahsome - tiresome 
166. Tinct - think 
167. T'ing - thing 
168. T'innkin' - thinking 
169. T'ought - thought 
170. Try'n' - trying 
171. Uz - you would 
172. Ve'y - very 
173. Wadin' - wading 
174. Waitin' - waiting 
175. Wa'm - warm 
176. Wa'mah - warmer 
177. Wan'ed - wanted 
178. Watah's -  
179. Wavin' - waving 
180. Whaih - where 
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181. Whe - where 
182. Whispahs - whispers 
183. Whisperin' - whispering 
184. Whut - what 
185. Wid - with 
186. Win' - wind 
187. Wishin' - wishing 
188. Wo'k - work 
189. Worrer - worrier 
190. Wot - will not 
191. Yo - you 
192. Yo'r - your 
193. Yo'se'f - yourself 
194. Yeahs - years 
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APPENDIX III: FACSIMILE OF FIRST PAGE OF 81 
                                                 
81 Florence B. Price,  in Songs 1940-1941, musical score, Florence Price Papers Addendum (MC988a), 
 Series 2, box 14, folder 10, Special Collections, University of Arkansas Libraries, Fayetteville.   
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APPENDIX IV: FACSIMILE OF FIRST PAGE OF 82  
                                                 
82  in Songs, musical score, Marian Anderson Collection of Music Manuscripts, Ms. 
Coll. 199, Folder 1430. Kislak Center for Special Collections, University of Pennsylvania Libraries, 
Philadelphia. 
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APPENDIX V: FACSIMILE OF FIRST PAGES OF FOUR NEGRO SONGS 83 
                                                 
83 Florence B. Price, Four Negro Songs, musical score, Marian Anderson Collection of Music Manuscripts, Ms. 
Coll. 199, Folder 1418. Kislak Center for Special Collections, University of Pennsylvania Libraries, 
Philadelphia. 
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APPENDIX VI: FACSIMILE OF FIRST PAGE OF 84 
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APPENDIX VII: FACSIMILE OF FIRST PAGE OF ' 85 
                                                 
85 Florence B. Price, Songs 1940-1941, musical score, Florence Price Papers Addendum 
  (MC988a), Series 2, box 14, folder 10. Special Collections, University of Arkansas Libraries, Fayetteville. 
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